GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/11/2015

HIGHLIGHTS

BOÈ “THE SOUNDS” OF SIGNUMFIVE

In case of bad weather, the SIGNUMFive (in the pic) concert moves to the
Cinema Marmolada at 5 pm.

The band’s members are four saxophonists (and sometimes an
accordionist), that is; Blaž Kemperle (sax soprano), Alan Lužar (sax
tenore), Erik Nestler (sax alto) and David Brand (sax baritono),
performing today at 1 p.m. by Rifugio Boè. Exceptionally, for the festival
“The Sounds of Dolomites”, the band is enriched by a fourth musician:
the percussionist Volker Reichling. The SIGUMfive boast a wide
repertoire from classical music to jazz and the Balkan rhythms. Today’s
playlist includes songs by Grieg (from “Holberg’s Time” op. 40),
Gershwin (suite on opera folk themes “Porgy and Bess”), Pedro Iturralde
(“Pequeña Czárda”) and Izidor Leitinger (“Suita Quasi Balkanica”). The
location is reachable from Passo Pordoi by cable car to Sass Pordoi
(2950m a.s.l.) and from here to Boè (3152m) walking about 1.30 hours.

Today in the valley
“ENTORN VICH” DELICIOUS!

Itineraries
FROM MOENA TO THE BOUNDARY STONES IN THE WOOD

STRADA REZIA - VIGO 8.15 P.M.

This track recalls the fascinating history of Val di Fassa, looking
for some boundary stones that once were the borderline between
the Bishopric of Bressanone and Trento, now camouflaged along
paths plunged among Norway Spruces and Scotch Pines woods.
From Piaz de Sotegrava square in Moena, climb Strada Salejada
and Strada de Moene streets. Reached Hotel Alle Alpi, turn left and
ascend Strada Saslonch street, that permits to reach the localty
called "Col dei Soldai". From here, follow the street towards
Soraga. Along the path, cross the green meadows of Palua, till you
meet the first road that ascends from Soraga. On the outer hairpin
turn towards Moena, ascend to the wood that follows the
borderline between the two villages, where the boundary stones
are. Come back along the same route.

Tastings of traditional regional and Ladin cuisine accompanied by
music entertainment for kids and adults (12€ complete menu and
stem glass; 6€ for drink tastings only including the event’s stem
glass).

NATIONS IN CONFLICT
TOWN HALL - POZZA 9 P.M.

The historian Cesare Bernard explains the relationship among nations
at the First War outbreak.

MAGIC DREAM
GRAN TOBIÀ TAVERNA & TEATER – CANAZEI 9 P.M.

Illusions, tricks and a pinch of madness, these are the ingredients of
the Magic Albert night.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 12 FROM 7 AM - CAMPITELLO

WANNA FLY WITH ME?

PARAGLYD TANDEM FLIGHT WITH AN EXPERT INSTRUCTOR.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
AUGUST 12 8.30 A.M. - POZZA

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN FARMS
DELICIOUS EXCURSION INTO THE GREEN HUG OF JUMELA (PAID
ACTIVITY).

Did you know that...
The group of Catinaccio has always been dividing the people
speaking different idioms and that have different cultures: on the
west side live the people of Val d’Ega and Tires, both German
speaking, while on the east side of this long mountain chain we
find the Ladins, with their particular language, result of an ancient
fusion between the Raetic language and Ladin. People of South
Tyrol call this mountain "Rosengarten", from the legend of King
Laurin and his flowered garden, while Ladins call it "Ciadenac".

AUGUST 12 2.30 P.M. - MOENA

FAMILY BIKING

MUM, DAD AND KIDS ALL TOGETHER ALONG THE CYCLING WAY WITH
THE GUIDE. ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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